The First South African Memory Championships
produces two Champions

Siphesihle Shabane becomes the first South African Schools Memory Champion.
In a thrilling display of memory and recall prowess, the 15 year old Student emerged
as the clear winner and managed to get a new Schools record by memorising 134
decimals in 15 minutes – This after less than two weeks memory training. Do we
have a potential adult World Memory Champion?

Billy Breytenbach, pictured right, becomes the first adult South African National
Memory Champion.
Back Row: Eloise Cooper, Kevin Horsley, Jo Erasmus (Headmaster), Billy Breytenbach
Front Row: Managing Director Andre Buys, Dominic O’Brien, Phil Chambers, Daren
Denholm.

Congratulations to Powerstudying and to the staff and students at Ashton International
College, Ballito where the competitions took place on Saturday, October 6th 2012. The
finalists came from three schools: Ashton International College, Crawford North Coast and
Northwood Boys.

There were four disciplines: 15 minutes Random Words, 15 Minutes Random Numbers, 5
Minutes Dates, 15 Minute Cards.
The South African Schools Championships is now the second country outside of the UK
to take apart in this format. Schools can have five disciplines. However, to make scores
comparable around the world, three disciplines are used to form the basis of ranking.
These are 15 minute words, 15 minutes numbers, and 5 minute Dates:

Daren Denholm
‘Powerstudying’

Andre Buys MD
Ashton International College

Organised by Daren Denholm and his team from Powerstudying, the competition was
officiated by Dominic O’Brien and Phil Chambers from the World Memory Sports Council.
More information: http://www.powerstudying.com

http://www.ashtonballito.co.za

Both Daren and Andre are passionate about providing revolutionary Accelerated Learning
Solutions that radically enhance memory, speed of learning, and concentration to help
students study better and achieve exam success.
Sadly, South Africa has a major problem with illiteracy. The Schools Memory
Championships is an initiative designed to deliver powerful memory techniques to students
by getting them to “play the game of memory”.
There are many benefits from training working memory including increased self-esteem
and self-confidence, better concentration and memory as well as the skills being
transferable. We believe in time as this mental sport grows it has the potential to
significantly impact on the education of children on the continent of Africa and indeed
throughout the world.

